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• Perceptual similarity plays a guiding role in lexical change and 
language change

• Dialects of East London English say two plus one is free, I fink

• Latin American Spanish has also lost <th>

• But the New York Times?

• Naturalistic mishearings allow us to see language change ‘at 
the moment of mutation’
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• Naturalistic studies of perceptual mishearings are a valid way to study 
perceptual similarity, even with the interference of top-down factors, and 
the overall patterns are highly similar to those of artificial ‘confusion 
matrix’ studies

• When a mishearing occurs, the misheard word is not generally more 
frequent than the intended word, and in fact, there is an intriguing effect 
whereby the two words are of the same frequency class, suggesting 
listeners estimate the probability of the word they missed out on

• Speakers’ insistence on imposing a structure on an ambiguous percept 
are arguably a holdover from language acquisition, and suggest that 
learning does take place in the face of ambiguous input
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• “Confusion matrix” studies in the laboratory: people listen to 
nonsense syllables such as efe, ethe and write down or choose 
what they hear. 

• Sometimes the effects of various kinds of noise (white noise, 
pink noise, cafeteria noise) are used to investigate the 
direction of errors

• But naturalistic ‘slips’ of the ear -- surely those must be messier 
than controlled laboratory studies?
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• Surely tooth and throat singing arises because people don’t 
know what Tuvan means, right? Or it’s less familiar?

• In natural conversation, there is a dialogue and a 
communicative goal, and surely that ‘interferes’ with examining 
pure perceptual similarity?

• One of my research goals: face the messiness. When language 
change happens, it happens amidst communicative intent, with 
real lexical items, and with listeners trying to be cooperative
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• In 2009, on a train, I asked ‘s Leiden next? A Dutch passenger 
quizzically retorted Is the light what? 

• Clearly this is related to the flapping rule that makes t and d 
the same in American English (e.g. atom and adam) 

• In the same year, I announced the most dramatic results possible. 
My interlocutor asked the most Germanic results?

• This in turn results from the <j>-like pronunciation of dr- in 
English (young children often spell drum as jrum and tree and 
chree), and from the similarity of ər and rə (e.g. ‘preturb’)
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• Meringer (1908) collected 47 slips

• Z.S. Bond (1999) collected 900 slips

• Labov (2010) collected 900 slips

• Nevins (2009-2010) collected 2857 slips

• Kevin Tang (UCL PhD student) and I have combined these all into a 
searchable corpus (Tang & Nevins 2013, Tang 2015) with aligned 
pairs of consonants (intended and perceived)

• I’ll report on those results today, as well as our recent harvesting of 
a self-reported mondegreen corpus
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• If you have a piece of paper in front of you, write down what 
you hear during the following ‘Praat parlour trick’...
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MONDEGREENS

• Ambiguous phonetic stream is interpreted by the listener in a 
way that he or she ‘wants’ > Lady Mondegreen

• “Freudian” lapsus of the ear are the result of a complex 
computation involving interaction of all these levels: phonology, 
syntax, plausibility, and expectations

Sylvia Wright coined this term, based on her 
mishearing of They have slain the Earl of 
Moray, and laid him on the green
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depends on the deductions and decisions we make in grouping a set of items

What kind of 
‘grouping’ do we 
impose on this 

image?

...whether they be ink-blobs, phrases, or syllables
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• We investigated two well-known perceptual similarity effects 

that recur throughout the history of English (in time and 
space): θ > f and ŋ > n. The latter is implicated in a number of 
processes, including most famously, writin’ instead of writing

• One of the most surprising and revealing results of perceptual 
similarity studies is that they are asymmetric in direction: θ 
seems more similar to f than vice-versa. 

• In all of these self-reported (and often humorous) mix-ups, are 
such trends preserved?
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• Syntax: a combinatorial system in which meaningful elements 
(words) are put together to create larger meaningful elements 
(phrases)

• Phonology:a combinatorial system in which meaningless 
elements (consonants and vowels) are put together to create 
meaningful elements (words)

• Not many other communication systems (e.g. primate calls, 
traffic lights, bee dances) involve this simultaneous 
combinatoriality at two levels, called ‘duality of patterning’

Roman Jakobson Morris Halle
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DUALITY OF PATTERNING

• Encoding & decoding at two levels

• Consonants and vowels have their own syntax

• For the same reason that *linguists happy is ill-formed,

•  brand but not *rbadn is a well-formed sequence at this ‘other level’
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• Meaningless elements are used to transmit meaningful 
messages

• You might imagine a traffic light with no colors, or with only 
one red/yellow/green alternating bulb. The redundant encoding 
is useful

• Suppose, if the philosopher Jerry Fodor is right, all humans  
have around 50,000 concepts that they lexicalize, and must 
turn into codes that can be transmitted and received
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WHAT MAKES A GOOD 
CODING SYSTEM, GIVEN 

OUR BIOLOGICAL 
RESOURCES?

• 1) If a language has only three vowels, they will be a,i,u

• 2) If a language has [z], it will also have [s]

• 3) If a language has [s], it will also have [t]

• Like a traffic light, these reflect good design choices in a 
system of coding rules, given our systems of speech 
production and perception
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TRADEOFFS IN THE DESIGN 
OF PHONOLOGY

No escape from complexity somewhere: 
To get to the magic number of 50,000 
languages must invest either in more 

consonants or in longer words

Longer 
words

More 
consonants



ERROR RATES FOR T,K,P IN THE 
MONDEGREEN CORPUS
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DECODING ON MANY 
LEVELS AT ONCE CAN BE 

DIFFICULT
• The system has to cope with ambiguity

• Ambiguity: when the same percept can be grouped into two 
different structural interpretations

• Acute back pain ~ A cute back pain

• Wait, you might say, but they’re distinguished in writing....

• But does your ear ‘see’ spaces between words?
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WILLEM SPARK WEG
Rarity of place names with genitive; 
Rembrandtplein more common than 

Rembrandtsplein
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ORTHOGRAPHICSPACESAREALUXURY 
ANDDONTEXISTINTHESPEECHWEHEAR

ORTHOGRAPHICSPACESAREA
LUXURY:YOUTHINASIA

rabbit 
or duck?

we never say 
“both.. i can’t 

decide!”
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SOUND CHANGE OVER TIME

• Mishearings as ‘mutations’ in conversation

• Consistent, recurrent such mutations across time, like 
biological mutations, lead to evolutionary change

• “Today’s errors are tomorrow’s rules”

• Words like historical a napron > an apron by just such 
repeated, consistent misparsings

• Slips of the ear are a window onto sound change in progress
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• The longest ever played game of Chinese Whispers 
involved the Las Vegas magician Mac King stringing along 
614 people 

• Beginning phrase: Mac King is a comedy magic genius 

• Ending phrase: Macaroni cantaloupe knows the future

•
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DISAMBIGUATING TOWARDS 
THE MORE PLAUSIBLE

#1: American English syllable-final [t] is reduced to glottal stop
#2: “piece” and “meat” are more frequent collocations than “piece” and “me”
#3: A “piece of me” is much more abstract, especially given a 6 year old’s 
conceptual playground

(My first slip of the ear)
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• Infant passport photos > Instant passport photos

• Is it phonetically close enough to instant passport photos?

• Is instant passport photos an utterance one is expecting to 
hear?

• We have found that there is no overall effect of going to the 
more frequent (a result also found by Vitevitch 2002)
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cation of the word-frequency class be possible for the subsequent retrieval of the perceived
word from that class? One explanation was offered by Vitevitch (2002) using the principle
of graceful degradation. Graceful degradation is the ability of a processing system to con-
tinue operating properly in the event of the failure. In the case of speech misperception, it
would translate into the mechanism that when listeners’ cognitive systems are faced with
incomplete or incorrect information in the speech signal, the “best matches” of the rep-
resentation of the signal in terms of rough sorting are what is returned (McClelland et al.
1986). Another possibility concerns the relative speech rate of high frequency words, which
listeners may know to be pronounced more rapidly (and less clearly) as whole, and thus
may surmise that the misperceived word was of a frequency class that corresponds to its
usual pronounced speech rate. While the best model of the interaction between frequency
and misperception is still not within sight, clearly a simplistic bias towards ‘choosing in the
direction of words more likely to occur in general’ in case of uncertainty cannot be right.

4. Conclusions

The naturalistic data are consistent and complementary with laboratory results, although
much richer because they include many more phonological contexts than lab studies (which
are usually limited to VCV or CV), and allows analyses beyond the featural level such as
environments, word frequency, and potentially further factors such as demographics and
conversational topic.

In a preliminary comparison between the naturalistic and experimental data, certain
substitutions showed asymmetries in both sets of data, which mirror perceptually-driven
phonological processes in English. This suggests that naturalistic data are consistent with
laboratory results, although further analyses are needed to confirm this. By examining place
confusions, the naturalistic data supported the Featurally Underspecified Lexicon (FUL)
model. Furthermore, adjacency environments have clear effects on naturalistic speech per-
ception. The surprising reversed effect of environment of deletions versus substitutions
requires further investigation. Finally, the role of frequency was tested with a large set of
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phonological processes in English. This suggests that naturalistic data are consistent with
laboratory results, although further analyses are needed to confirm this. By examining place
confusions, the naturalistic data supported the Featurally Underspecified Lexicon (FUL)
model. Furthermore, adjacency environments have clear effects on naturalistic speech per-
ception. The surprising reversed effect of environment of deletions versus substitutions
requires further investigation. Finally, the role of frequency was tested with a large set of

In 2171 naturally spoken pairs (all the 
testable examples), 1072 went towards 

more frequent percept, and 1099 towards 
less frequent -- clearly no significant trend

Interestingly, however, many such 
pairs often remained within the same 
overall frequency class, e.g. replacing 

high by high or low by low; 
suggesting ‘graceful degradation’ in 
which errors are made ‘close to 

home’ (see also Felty 2013)
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• Wouldn’t you have to know the frequency of the word that was 

intended in order to replace it with a word of a similar 
frequency? How could this happen?

• Duration: They know that more frequent words are pronounced 
with shorter duration and use that to infer the frequency of the 
misperceived word

• Interestingly, although word-level frequency had no predictive 
correlation on slips, sentence-level frequency did

• Sentence-level probability: according to Jaeger and Levy, the 
distribution of frequency (e.g. of relative peaks and troughs) 
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GROWING PAINS OF  
A GLOBAL ENGLISH

A n[j]eurologist
An urologist?

He’s sco<r>ed a goal
He’s caught a goal?

Where can I find a basin?
Where can I find a bison?

A bottle of wine
A barrel of wine?
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One of the first scholars of slips of the ear, and a 
contemporary / rival of Freud, 
Rudolf Meringer (1908) reports ordering 
Backhuhn (baked chicken) and a waitress 
delivering Brathuhn (roast chicken)

UCL PhD student Kevin Tang is investigating the patterns of slips of the ear in Chinese, 
a language in which tones play a huge role in distinguishing words
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of regrouping
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A ‘survival skill’ held over from language acquisition…

Buridan’s Ass: A donkey starves to death choosing 
between equally appealing bales of hay.  

But our speech perception doesn’t ‘halt’ in this way
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CHILDHOOD TO ADULTHOOD

• I contend that mondegreens exist because children do not learn 
language with word boundaries, nor do they say ‘I can’t decide’

• If Italian kids hear l’orco as a single word, they might later say uno 
lorco

• This strategy continues into adulthood; a ‘survival skill’

• In music, there is no conversational give-and-take between 
listener and hearer to create a ‘common ground’
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• If this is all on the right track, it means that children are learning from 
ambiguous evidence - at least word learning

• How does this square with Janet Fodor’s dictum of parameter-setting from 
strictly unambiguous evidence?

• Endress & Nevins (2011) experiment: participants trained to learn 123 
→321 martian ritual

• This is ‘ambiguous’ between total reversal and ‘exchange first and last’, and 
indeed participants then mapped 1234 to either 4321 or 4231

• Barlow 2003: Pig Latin of ambiguous ju sequences in English provides 
divergent outputs
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WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED 
FROM MONDEGREENS?

• Naturalistic misperception is a valid way to study perceptual forces 
that lead to reanalysis and language change over time: the real world 
can be a good model of the real world

• Replacing a misheard word with another is not as simplistic as 
choosing something more frequent; top-down and bottom-up 
interact at various levels of combinatoriality

• The fact that we pareidoilically impose structure on ambiguous 
sequences suggests that language learners do pounce upon 
ambiguous data
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BY NOW I’M SURE YOU HAVE 
MANY EXAMPLES OF YOUR OWN 

THAT COME TO MIND...
• And I hope that I’ve given you an idea of how they reflect, not 

a system which is imperfect, but rather one in which the 
combinatorial possibilities are so rich and elaborate, that we 
often have more than one decoding choice

• (Even if it’s not the one that was intended by the listener)

Contribute & share 
yours at #ohmightear
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Murphy & Puškar – Closest Conjunct Agreement is an Illusion 4

the examples below illustrate (3)-(6), in RA, different combinations of features on NPs yield the
following results: M+M=M, F+F=F, M+F=M, and F+N=M.

(3) [&P Otac
father.msg

i
and

sin]
son.msg

su
are

gledali
watch.prt.mpl

utakmicu.
game

‘Father and son watched the game.’ (m+m=m)

(4) [&P Sve
all

majke
mother.fpl

i
and

kćerke]
daughter.fpl

su
are

išle
go.prt.fpl

/ *išli
*go.prt.mpl

po
in

prodavnicama.
shops

‘All mothers and daughters went to the shops.’ (f+f=f)

(5) [&P Dečaci
boy.mpl

i
and

devojčice]
girl.fpl

su
are

zajedno
together

pošli
start.prt.mpl

u
in

školu.
school

‘Boys and girls started going to school together.’ (m+f=m)

(6) [&P Okolnosti
circumstance.fpl

i
and

vremena]
time.npl

su
are

bili
be.prt.mpl

teški
difficult.mpl

za
for

sve
all

stanovnike.
inhabitants

‘The circumstances and times were hard for all the inhabitants.’ (f+n=m)

(7) Priredbi
play

su
are

prisustvovali
attend.prt.mpl

[&P deca
child.npl

i
and

učiteljice].
teacher.fpl

‘Children and teachers attended the play.’ (m=n+f)

As the examples above show, Resolved Agreement is freely available both with preverbal and
postverbal subject &Ps.

2.2 Last Conjunct Agreement

Last Conjunct Agreement is the pattern of CCA in which the verb agrees with the second/last
conjunct in a preverbal subject, as presented in (8)–(9).

(8) [&P Sva
all

odela
suit.npl

i
and

sve
all

haljine]
dress.fpl

su
are

juče
yesterday

prodate.
sell.prt.fpl

‘All suits and all dresses were sold yesterday.’ (n+f=f)

(9) [&P Okolnosti
circumstance.fpl

i
and

vremena]
time.npl

su
are

bila
be.prt.npl

teška
difficult.npl

za
for

sve
all

stanovnike.
inhabitants

‘The circumstances and times were hard for all the inhabitants.’ (f+n=n)

However, there are no attested examples of postverbal Last Conjunct Agreement or Lowest Con-
junct Agreement:

(10) *Juče
yesterday

su
are

prodate
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[&P sva
all
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i
and
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all
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‘All suits and all dresses were sold yesterday.’ (*f=n+f)

South Slavic has the possibility of closest conjunct agreement:
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Background on Slovenian and on Methodology
First, Closest, and Default Agreement

Forcing Agreement with BoolP
Derivational model in terms of ϕ-Probes

Confirmation for the Two-Mechanism Theory
Why Only Slovenian? (or not)

Contributions

The Genesis of Variability: Ambiguity?

Syncretism across number columns:

(24) Singular Dual Plural
Masculine -∅ -a -i
Feminine -a -i -e
Neuter -o -i -a

Although the auxiliary should disambiguate which number is being
agreed with, looking at the participle alone yields PLD in which
ambiguities such as the following arise:

Msg + Fsg → -a could be MDu or Fsg

Mdu + Fdu → -i could be MPl or Fdu

Npl + Mdu → -a could be Npl or Mdu

Andrew Nevins Harvard University Production Experiments in Slovenian
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[&P sva
all

odela
suits.npl

i
and

sve
all

haljine].
dresses.fpl

‘All suits and all dresses were sold yesterday.’ (*f=n+f)

South Slavic has the possibility of closest conjunct agreement:

Yes, it’s a possible human language, but what triggers it?
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Murphy & Puškar – Closest Conjunct Agreement is an Illusion 4

the examples below illustrate (3)-(6), in RA, different combinations of features on NPs yield the
following results: M+M=M, F+F=F, M+F=M, and F+N=M.

(3) [&P Otac
father.msg

i
and

sin]
son.msg

su
are

gledali
watch.prt.mpl

utakmicu.
game

‘Father and son watched the game.’ (m+m=m)

(4) [&P Sve
all

majke
mother.fpl

i
and

kćerke]
daughter.fpl

su
are

išle
go.prt.fpl

/ *išli
*go.prt.mpl

po
in

prodavnicama.
shops

‘All mothers and daughters went to the shops.’ (f+f=f)

(5) [&P Dečaci
boy.mpl

i
and

devojčice]
girl.fpl

su
are

zajedno
together

pošli
start.prt.mpl

u
in

školu.
school

‘Boys and girls started going to school together.’ (m+f=m)

(6) [&P Okolnosti
circumstance.fpl

i
and

vremena]
time.npl

su
are

bili
be.prt.mpl

teški
difficult.mpl

za
for

sve
all

stanovnike.
inhabitants

‘The circumstances and times were hard for all the inhabitants.’ (f+n=m)

(7) Priredbi
play

su
are

prisustvovali
attend.prt.mpl

[&P deca
child.npl

i
and

učiteljice].
teacher.fpl

‘Children and teachers attended the play.’ (m=n+f)

As the examples above show, Resolved Agreement is freely available both with preverbal and
postverbal subject &Ps.

2.2 Last Conjunct Agreement

Last Conjunct Agreement is the pattern of CCA in which the verb agrees with the second/last
conjunct in a preverbal subject, as presented in (8)–(9).

(8) [&P Sva
all

odela
suit.npl

i
and

sve
all

haljine]
dress.fpl

su
are

juče
yesterday

prodate.
sell.prt.fpl

‘All suits and all dresses were sold yesterday.’ (n+f=f)

(9) [&P Okolnosti
circumstance.fpl

i
and

vremena]
time.npl

su
are

bila
be.prt.npl

teška
difficult.npl

za
for

sve
all

stanovnike.
inhabitants

‘The circumstances and times were hard for all the inhabitants.’ (f+n=n)

However, there are no attested examples of postverbal Last Conjunct Agreement or Lowest Con-
junct Agreement:
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i
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THE SPECIAL STATUS OF 
CORONALS

• Lahiri & Reetz (2002) summarize a great deal of laboratory research 
suggesting that coronal consonants such as t are ‘special’ in the sense 
that they are primed by other consonants, but not vice versa.

• For example, hearing lake makes it easier to recognize late, but not 
vice-versa

• Their idea is that coronals are represented in such a way as to make 
them compatible with a variety of surface pronunciations

• Pronouncing hot cakes as hock kakes trains listeners to ‘undo’ sounds 
into /t/, sometimes more often than they should


